
How & Why 

Animals Prepare for Winter
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A flock of gulls takes to the air. Summer is over, and

these birds are flying south. Winter will bring cold, ice,

and snow. Food will be hard to find. But the gulls will

have plenty to eat in the warm south.
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Many birds migrate, or fly south for winter. None flies

farther than the Arctic tern. This bird travels all the

way from the Arctic, near the North Pole, to the

Antarctic, near the South Pole. That’s 11,000 miles!
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Animals that can’t fly south gather food as winter

nears. Gray squirrels scurry around, searching for seeds

and nuts. They bury some of what they find in fall, so

they will have food in winter. 
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A chipmunk stores nuts in its underground den. It sleeps

through cold weather there. But it may wake up now

and then to snack on the nuts it has stored.
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Like the chipmunk, many animals hole up for winter. A

black bear looks for a cave or burrow. It will sleep

through most of the winter there. 
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A beaver family spends winter safe and warm in a

lodge, in the middle of a frozen pond. The beavers 

eat branches that they have stored underwater, 

below the ice.
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A toad wiggles deep into the litter on the forest floor. 

A spotted salamander makes a winter home under 

fallen leaves. 
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These animals fall into a deep sleep called hibernation.

When warm weather returns, the animals wake up.
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Mice make warm winter nests beneath tree stumps and

in barns and houses. They come out at night to hunt 

for food. 
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But a mouse must 

be very careful. 

Owls are hunting, 

too—for mice!
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The weasel is one of many animals that grow new 

fur for winter. The weasel’s summer coat is brown. 

Its winter coat is all white. The white fur blends in 

with the snow. 
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The weasel is hard to see as it moves around in search

of food. It may sneak through the snow to a farmer’s

chicken coop to find eggs.
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Some animals cannot live through winter. This praying

mantis will not survive the cold. But the eggs 

she lays in fall are safe, protected 

by a foamy egg case. 
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In spring, hundreds

of babies hatch 

from the eggs.
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Use the information in this book to answer some 

“how and why” questions.

l Why do some birds fly south in winter?

l Why are gray squirrels busy in winter?

l How does a black bear spend winter?

l Why must mice be careful when they leave their nests?

l How does a white winter coat help the weasel?

l How does the praying mantis protect her eggs?
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